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STATEMENT SHOWING JURISDICTION OF THE COURT OF APPEALS
The Supreme Court of Utah has jurisdiction over this
matter pursuant to Rule 4(a) of the Rules of the Utah Supreme
Court, on the basis that this is an appeal from a Rule 54(b),
URCP, final judgment and order in a civil matter.

Pursuant to

Rule 4A(a) of the Rules of the Supreme Court and Rule 4A(a) of
the Rules of the Utah Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court, in its
discretion, transferred this action to the Court of Appeals for
disposition.

Notice of the Order of Transfer was sent out in

accordance with Rule 4A(b) of the Rules of the Utah Supreme Court
on July 29, 1988, Supreme Court Case No. 880200.

FILED
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS
OF THE STATE OF UTAH
STAKER PAVING & CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.,
Appellate No. 880463-CA
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.
GERALD H. BAGLEY, FOOTHILL
THRIFT & LOAN CO., et al.
Defendants-Respondents.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW BY
APPELLANT STAKER PAVING & CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC,
A.

Can the doctrine of practical construction be used in this

action to show that the real estate contract, which appears clear
and unambiguous on its face, is in fact ambiguous because the
conduct of the parties in carrying out the terms of the contract
conflicts with certain terms of the contract, particularly the
intended meaning of "payment"?

B.

If the doctrine of practical construction is applied to show

ambiguity in the real estate contract, may parol evidence then be
admitted to show that the parties subsequently modified the
contract to allow appellant Staker Paving & Construction Co.,
Inc. (hereinafter "Staker") to submit trade payments as a
substitute for cash payments?

1

C.

Does evidence establishing a conflict between the written

terms of the real estate contract and the subsequent conduct of
the parties to the real estate contract raise a question of fact
as to the terms of the contract which must be submitted to the
trier of fact to determine the intent of the parties relative to
the terms of the contract between the parties and the liability
of the parties after the assignment?

D.

Are there genuine issues of material fact which require the

reversal of the lower court's grant of summary judgment to
respondent Foothill Thrift & Loan Co. (hereinafter "Foothill") as
set forth in the lower court's order, judgment and decree of
foreclosure?
1.

Within this issue are the following sub-issues:
Was Foothill not a bona fide purchaser for value

but rather simply an assignee and therefore subject to all
of the defenses and offsets which Staker could assert
against the assignor, defendant Gerald H. Bagley
(hereinafter "Bagley")?
2.

Did Foothill, prior to accepting the assignment of

the real estate contract from Bagley, know or have reason to
know that Staker regularly offset its cash payment under the
real estate contract with a trade payment for work Staker
had performed for Bagley?
3.

Did Foothill, prior to accepting the assignment of

the real estate contract, know or have reason to know that
Bagley had always allowed Staker the right to offset its

cash payment with a trade payment for work performed by
Staker for and in behalf of Bagley?
4.

Did Bagley, or one of his agents, specifically

agree to allow Staker the right to offset payment due from
Bagley for work performed on the Industrial Park II against
the payments due under the real estate contract prior to
Bagley assigning the real estate contract to Foothill?

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
THE NATURE OF THE CASE
This action was originally filed by Staker to obtain
clear and exclusive title to the real estate property being
purchased by the real estate contract.
against Bagley and Foothill.

The action was filed

The action was expanded by amended

complaint to include an action for foreclosure of a mechanic's
lien filed by Staker against certain real property known as
Industrial Park II. The lower court has granted (as a Rule 54(b)
URCP final judgment) the motion for summary judgment of Foothill.
The remaining contract and mechanic's lien actions existing
between Staker and the other defendants to the action are ongoing
in the lower court.

This appeal by Staker is concerned strictly

with the court's final order granting Foothill's Motion for
Summary Judgment.

3

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
Staker filed its complaint in this action on or about
October 21, 1985.

Staker subsequently amended its complaint and

filed the amended complaint on November 21, 1985.

Staker

initially brought in as defendants Bagley and Foothill.

In its

amended complaint, Staker also included various property owners
who had purchased property in the development known as Industrial
Park II, which development Staker had liened as a consequence of
Bagley's failure to pay Staker for work performed on the
Industrial Park II.
On November 9, 1987, the lower court heard the Motion
for Summary Judgment filed by Foothill against Staker.

The court

partially granted Foothill's motion and an Order for Partial
Summary Judgment was executed on December 11, 1987. A petition
for Interlocutory Appeal of this order was denied by the Supreme
Court on January 6, 1988 (Supreme Court Case No. 870497).
On April 11, 1988, the lower court heard a second
Motion for Summary Judgment in favor of Foothill and against
Staker.

On May 2, 1988, the court issued an Order for Summary

Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale designating it
as a final Rule 54(b) URCP order in favor of Foothill.

The

pertinent parts of the ruling of Judge Leonard H. Russon of the
Third Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County in
granting partial summary judgment are as follows:
1.

The uniform real estate contract [in
question] is clear and unambiguous.

4

2.

No parol evidence will be allowed to modify the
contract.

3.

There is no remaining issue of fact as to the
enforcement of the uniform real estate contract as
written.

The orders of December 11, 1987 and May 2, 1988 taken
together constitute the granting of the Motion for Summary
Judgment of Foothill,

This appeal followed.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
On or about July 1, 1977 Staker entered into a real
estate contract with Bagley as the seller.

The contract called

for annual payments of approximately $55,000.00 due on July 1st
of each year.

See Gerald Bagley Deposition Exhibit 1.

[It

should be noted that at the time Foothill filed its Motion for
Summary Judgment, it also moved the court to publish the
depositions of Gerald Bagley, Richard Sorensen, Thomas Bagley and
Larry Grant.
pp. 2-3.

See Foothill's Memorandum dated September 11, 1987,

For some unexplained reason only the deposition of

Larry Grant was actually placed in the Court's record.
Therefore, for the purpose of the appeal, copies of all
deposition pages referred to other than the deposition of Larry
Grant will be attached hereto as Exhibit 1.]

During the course

of the contract, Bagley, through several different general
partnerships of which he was always a general partner and through
some sole proprietorships of which he was the sole proprietor,
engaged Staker to do certain construction and paving work.

See

Gerald Bagley Deposition, p. 20-21; Richard Sorensen Deposition,
5

p. 18. At all times when a payment on the real estate contract
was due, if there were monies owed to Staker by Bagley as a
result of work done by Staker for any of the referenced
partnerships or sole proprietorships, Bagley always allowed those
monies due to Staker to be offset against any monies owed by
Staker on the real estate contract.

See Richard Sorensen

Deposition, p. 10, 14, 25 and 28 and Deposition Exhibit No. 8;
Supp. Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at 497-499.

Only when

there were no such credits available to Staker was it required to
pay cash on the real estate contract.

See Affidavit of William

Fillmore, R. at 351.
The practice of offsetting payments due on the real
estate contract with monies owed for paving work primarily
occurred on or about July 1st of each year because that was the
date payment on the real estate contract was due.

See Richard

Sorensen Deposition, p. 24. Each transaction in which payments
were offset with work performed was documented in written
correspondence between Staker and Bagley.

See Richard Sorensen

Deposition, p. 22-24; Supp. Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at
497-498.

The writings would acknowledge the right to make offset

or trade payments toward the real estate contract, state the
invoice being used as an offset and the specific payment being
satisfied and set forth the remaining balance due on the entire
real estate contract.

See Richard Sorensen Deposition Exhibit 10

and 11.
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When payment for July 1, 1984 came due, Staker was not
owed any monies for work performed for Bagley.

See Richard

Sorensen Deposition, p. 29-30; Affidavit of William Fillmore, R.
at 350. However, Staker did have an outstanding contract with
Bagley for a substantial amount of paving work scheduled for the
Fall of 1984 on a project called Industrial Park II. Therefore,
Staker proposed to postpone paying the July 1, 1984 payment on
the real estate contract until work on the Industrial Park II set
off such payment.

See Supp. Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at

499.
Bagley, through his agent Richard Sorensen, rejected
this proposal but promised that the work performed on the
Industrial Park II could be used to offset the entire remaining
balance of the real estate contract.

See Supp. Affidavit of

William Fillmore, R. at 499; Richard Sorensen Deposition, p. 24,
25.

In addition, the Industrial Park II also had project monies

available from a construction loan of $1.5 million from Tracy
Collins Mortgage Co. to pay Staker for work to be performed.
Richard Sorensen Deposition, p. 35. Staker accepted this offer
and paid Bagley the July 1, 1984 payment in cash.

See Affidavit

of William Fillmore, R. at 351; Richard Sorensen Deposition
Exhibit No. 8.
From September through November, 1984, Staker performed
work totalling approximately $125,000.00 on the Industrial Park
II.

It invoiced Bagley for the work on December 11, 1984 with

payment due December 31, 1984. On or about February 20, 1985,
7

Bagley made a payment on the invoice of approximately $14,000.00
together with a statement that no additional project monies were
available to pay Staker for the work it had performed.

See

Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at 352; Supp. Affidavit of
William Fillmore, R. at 499-500. Therefore, Staker halted
further work on the Industrial park II and anticipated offsetting
the entire $110,000.00 balance due it with the remaining payments
owed on the real estate contract.

However, this offset would not

occur until the next payment of July 1, 1985 became due.

See

Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at 352.
On March 12, 1985, Bagley, who at that time was
seriously delinquent on a number of notes with Foothill, assigned
his uniform real estate contract with Staker over to Foothill.
Richard Sorensen Deposition, p. 56; Larry Grant Deposition, p.
9-10; Gerald H. Bagley Deposition Exhibit 4.
During negotiations between Bagley and Foothill,
Richard Sorensen, Bagley's agent, informed Foothill that Staker
offset most of its payments under the real estate contract with
monies due from Bagley for work performed by Staker.

See Richard

Sorensen Deposition, p. 31, 59, 60. Despite this information,
Foothill accepted the assignment of the real estate contract from
Bagley and used the value given for this contract to pay itself
interest payments due and owing from Bagley on his various
outstanding loans.

Richard Sorensen Deposition, p. 57; Larry

Grant Deposition, p. 14, 38. Prior to accepting the assignment,
Foothill made no contact with Staker to inquire as to potential
8

offsets nor did it make any attempt to determine if Bagley owed
Staker for any work which could then be used as an offset to the
real estate contract.

Larry Grant Deposition, p. 16, 20;

Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at 354.
There is a dispute as to when Staker actually received
the notice of the assignment, although supposedly it was mailed
to Staker by Foothill on the 22nd day of March, 1985.

See Larry

Grant Deposition, p. 25; Affidavit of William Fillmore, R. at
352, 353. However, it is undisputed that Staker was never
contacted by Foothill prior to the assignment to be notified that
an assignment was pending.

See Affidavit of William Fillmore, R.

at 354; Larry Grant Deposition, p. 16, 20.
At the time of the assignment by Bagley to Foothill,
the annual payment on the real estate contract was not then due
and owing.

See Larry Grant Deposition, p. 22. However, at that

time there was owed by Bagley through one of his partnerships to
Staker a sum in excess of all of the monies remaining owing on
the uniform real estate contract.

See Affidavit of William

Fillmore, R. at 352, 353.

ARGUMENT
I.

THE LOWER COURT MADE AN INCORRECT DETERMINATION OF THE

APPLICABLE LAW.
Probably better than anything, the language of the
Order dated December 11, 1987 issued by the lower court, which
became the basis for the Summary Judgment subsequently entered on
9

May 2, 1988, demonstrates that the lower court either
misunderstood or misapplied the applicable law.

The court held

flatly that where the contract in question is unambiguous, "no
parol evidence will be allowed to modify the contract."

See

Order dated December 11, 1987. Hence the court refused totally
to consider any of the proffered testimony in the form of
depositions and affidavits which appellant believes would prove
modification or change of the contract subsequent to its
execution or at least create an ambiguity in the contract, which
according to the law of practical construction can only be
resolved by reviewing the conduct and/or course of dealing of the
parties.
It is settled law in this state that any contract can
be subsequently modified by the parties either in writing or
orally.

In the case of P.L.C. Landscape Const, v. Piccadilly

Fish 'N Chips, Inc., 502 P.2d 562, 563 (Utah 1972), the court
stated that:
There is nothing so sacrosanct about having entered
into one agreement that it will prevent the parties
entering into any such change, modification, extension
or addition to their arrangement for doing business
with each other that they may mutually agree.
The modification can come in the form of a writing or
an oral agreement or a combination of the two.

See, e.g.,

Coonrod & Walz Const. Co., Inc. v. Motel Enter., Inc., 217 Kan.
63, 535 P.2d 971 (1975).
Therefore, if there is an indication in the evidence
available that the parties have subsequently varied or modified
10

their original contract, the courts should allow parol evidence
to come in to establish exactly the nature of that change or
amendment.

The lower court in this case specifically refused to

do so and in so refusing, clearly erred.
It has been further held in this state that a written
document which on its face appears to be unambiguous can be made
ambiguous by the conduct and dealings of the parties. As the
court said in Bullfrog Marina, Inc. v. Lentz, 501 P.2d 266, 271
(Utah 1972),
[W]hen parties place their own construction on
their agreement and so perform, the court may
consider this as persuasive evidence of what their
true intention was. It is true that the doctrine
of practical construction may be applied only when
the contract is ambiguous; but the question
becomes ambiguous to whom? Where the parties have
demonstrated by their actions and performance that
to them the contract meant something quite
different, the meaning and intent of the parties
should be enforced. In such a situation, the
parties by their actions have created the
ambiguity to bring the rule into operation. If
this were not the rule, the courts would be
enforcing one contract when both parties have
demonstrated that they meant and intended to [sic]
the contract be quite different.
As noted above, this case involves a uniform real
estate contract between Gerald H. Bagley, d/b/a West Jordan
Properties, as the seller and Staker Paving and Construction
Company, Inc. as the buyer.

Once the down payment had been made,

the parties though their dealings and many conversations
established a program of payment for the real estate contract
which was either a subsequent modification of the contract or a
course of dealing which made the term "annual payment" ambiguous.
11

The arrangement between the parties developed because of the
nature of the business in which the two parties engaged.

On the

one hand, Staker was in the business of paving and road
construction.

On the other hand, Bagley operating through

various named entities (all of which were d/b/a's of Bagley
himself) was in the business of developing real property.
Perhaps the most famous of his developments was Jeremy Ranch near
Parley's Summit.

Bagley constantly used Staker to build and pave

roads in his various developments and Staker used the monies owed
by Bagley as offsets against the annual payments on the property
in question.
As of July 1985, the balance on the contract in
question was less than $99,000.00 while the unpaid balance for
the road work in question as of that same date was in excess of
$110,000.00.
Thus, appellant contends that the introduction of parol
evidence would establish, among other things, the following:
1.

As of July 1st of any given year, if Bagley on

behalf of himself or any of his d/b/a businesses owed Staker
money, then Bagley always allowed an off-set against the monies
which Staker owed on the purchase of the property in question.
If, however, as of July 1 of any given year, Bagley did not owe
Staker any money or if as of that some date Staker, through
previous off-sets, had already made the annual payment on the
property in question, then no off-set occurred.
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2.

The July 1, 1984 payment was paid in cash by

Staker.

There were no monies owed as of that date by Bagley to

Staker.

Therefore, the payment was made on the express agreement

of Bagley's chief financial officer that if, as of July 1, 1985,
there was any payment due and owing to Staker on certain road
work which Staker had already agreed to perform in the fall of
1984, then an off-set would be allowed.
Proof of those facts, which the lower court would not
allow to come before it, can be demonstrated from the following
sources which are before the court:
1.

DEPOSITION OF RICHARD SORENSEN.

Mr. Sorensen was

Mr. Bagley's chief financial officer and was responsible for
making the arrangements for the trades and offsets. Mr. Sorensen
indicated that some trades were made as of any given July 1st and
some trades were made in advance of the July 1st date.

See

Deposition p. 24. He also indicated that it was to Bagley's
benefit to work trades because Bagley often had trouble with
maintaining an adequate cash flow.

Sorensen further testified

that these kinds of offset arrangements were the basis of
dealings not only with Staker but also with other contractors as
well.

See Deposition p. 10-11.

He also stated that prior to the

actual assignment of the real estate contract, he informed
Foothill of Staker's payments under the contract being set off
with monies owed to Staker by Bagley for work performed.

See

Deposition p. 59, 60. A Mr. Jones, upon being informed that
there was a potential assignment of his real estate contract to
13

Foothill, contacted Bagley and the bank to verify that he had
trade credits and off sets against his contract.

See Deposition

p. 58.
2.

DEPOSITION OF LARRY GRANT.

Mr. Grant was the

officer of Foothill who dealt with Mr. Bagley and Mr. Sorensen.
Mr. Grant admitted in his deposition that he knew Staker was a
creditor as well as a debtor of Bagley in late 1984 and thus
prior to the assignment in question.

See Deposition p. 28-30.

Mr. Grant also testified that the acquisition of the contract in
question by way of assignment and quit claim deed of property
simply went to cover outstanding interest on Bagley's loan
therefore Foothill did not give new money or value for the
assignment.

See Deposition p. 14, 38. Mr. Grant further

testified that he had the books and records of Bagley which
showed property being purchased by several other entities or
persons.

See Deposition p. 16. Mr. Grant also noted that he

knew of the serious financial difficulties of Bagley but did not
contact Staker in any regard prior to the taking of the
assignment of Staker's contract.

See Deposition p. 9, 10, 16,

20.
3.

AFFIDAVITS OF BILL FILLMORE.

Mr. Fillmore's

affidavits state that there were specific discussions with
Sorensen on a number of occasions prior to the assignment of
Staker's real estate contract in which Sorensen specifically
agreed that the road work which Staker was to do for Bagley in
the fall of 1984 could be off set against the real estate
14

payments owed on the contract in question.

Mr, Fillmore's

affidavits point out that Staker was concerned that there was no
other security or guarantee for its work since the maximum amount
of construction funds available for the kind of work Staker was
doing was only $14,000.00 and the contract was in excess of
$100,000.00.
There is significant evidence in this case supporting
the position that the course of dealing between the parties
established Staker's right to set off contract payments due with
monies owed by Bagley for work performed by Staker.

The course

of dealing and set off right of Staker is all documented by
written memos and letters of accounting between the parties to
the contract.

Thus the court should have allowed that evidence

as well as the testimony concerning the events starting with the
July 1, 1984 payment into evidence to demonstrate that there was
course of dealing which specifically modified the contract, or
which created an ambiguity within the contract.

There is no

question the parties had a specific meeting of the minds which
establish a right of Staker to set off payments.

II.

AS AN ASSIGNEE AND NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER FOR VALUE,

FOOTHILL HAS TO TAKE THE ASSIGNMENT SUBJECT TO THE OFF SETS.
It has long been recognized by common law, case law,
and statutory law that an assignee gains nothing more and
acquires no greater interest than had his assignor.

Aird

Insurance Agency v. Zions First National Bank. 612 P.2d 341, 344
15

(Utah 1980); Utah Code Ann.

Section 70A-9-318.

In the case of

Wiscombe v. Lockhart Company, 608 P.2d 236 (Utah 1980), the Utah
Supreme Court discussed the rights of an assignee of a Uniform
Real Estate Contract and stated:

"Fundamental to the law of

assignments is the concept that an assignee takes nothing more by
his assignment than his assignor had."
As an assignee, Foothill stands in no better shoes than
Bagley.

Even if there were no modification or ambiguity with the

contract, Bagley would still be subject to off sets even on other
contracts or other work performed by Staker before he would be
able to enforce payment on the real estate contract.
nature of off sets.

That is the

Foothill, as the assignee of Bagley, is

subject to the same claims and defenses which Staker is entitled
to assert against Bagley.
If Foothill was a bona fide purchaser for value, it may
be able to avoid being subject to the same set off claim to which
Bagley is subject.

However, Foothill is not a bona fide

purchaser for the following reasons.
for the assigned real estate contract.

It did not give new value
Rather, it retired a

discounted amount of interest owed by Bagley to Foothill on some
delinquent notes.

In addition, Foothill knew or should have

known prior to the accepting of the assignment that Staker had
exercised set off payments in lieu of cash payments throughout
the history of the contract.
In the instant case, the court cannot determine the
rights of Foothill under the contract without first determining
16

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Appellant Staker asserts that the lower court
incorrectly refused to allow Staker to submit evidence to the
court which would have established an ambiguity and modification
of a subsequently assigned contract and by so refusing, placed
the assignee in a better position than the assignor.

The Utah

Supreme Court has stated that an otherwise unambiguous contract
can be found ambiguous if the conduct of the parties contradict
the terms of the contract.

Once the ambiguity is found, the

court may allow parol evidence to be submitted in order to
demonstrate the actual intent of the parties in construing the
terms of the contract.

In this action, the lower court

determined that the term "payment" within the contract clearly
and unambiguously required payment in cash.

Therefore, the lower

court refused to consider evidence which demonstrated that during
a seven year period, the course of dealing between the parties to
the contract allowed Staker the right to submit offsets or trade
payments on the contract.

Evidence submitted by the appellant

also established that this course of dealing and right of Staker
was documented in writing between the parties and disclosed to
the assignee, respondent Foothill, prior to its accepting the
contract by assignment.
On numerous occasions, the Utah Supreme Court has held
that an assignee stands in the shoes of the assignor and acquires
a debt by assignment still subject to all defenses and claims of
the debtor to which the assignor is also subject.

The lower

court's ruling has the effect of placing the assignee, Foothill,

in a better position than the assignor, Bagley, because had
Bagley attempted to sue Staker on the contract, he would have
clearly been subject to Staker's right to offset the payments due
with monies owed Staker from Bagley for work performed by Staker
on Bagley's real estate projects.
Therefore, the lower court's Order of Summary Judgment
should be reversed and remanded to allow appellant Staker to
submit evidence before the court regarding the course of dealing,
the ambiguity and modification of the contract and the rights of
Staker as the debtor against the assignee of the contract.

S: bribagl2.st0
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the rights of Bagley and Staker under the contract.

Such rights

cannot be determined solely upon the face of the contract when
there appears to be evidence of a modification to the contract or
an ambiguity as to the meaning of the term "payment".
In addition, the State of Utah has stated by statute
that if a claim against an assignee is unrelated to the contract
assigned and arose or occurred between the two original parties
to the contract prior to the debtor receiving notice of the
assignment, then the debtor is entitled to assert his claim and
the assignee is subject to such claim, just as the assignor would
be subject to such claim under the contract.
§70A-9-318.

Utah Code Ann.

"Claim" no doubt includes the right to set off.

See

Restatement Contracts §167(1) (1962).

SUMMARY
Staker attempted to submit to the trial court evidence
of a course of dealing and of specific agreement between the
original parties to the real estate contract in question.

The

lower court refused to consider any such material and granted
summary judgment against Staker.

The lower court acted in error.

Thus, the case should be remanded with instructions to permit
parol evidence and otherwise have the case tried on its merits.
Respectfully submitted this js*

**day of August, 1988.

KESLER & RUST

5EPH $Z. RRUST
l
JOSEPH
Attorney for Plaintiff-Appellant
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EXHIBIT " - U

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE, STATE OF UTAH

STAKER PAVING AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, I N C . , A UTAH CORPORATION,
PLAINTIFF,
VS.

NO. C85-7088
GERALD H. BAGLEY, INDIVIDUALLY,
AND D/B/A WEST JORDAN PROPERTIES
AND D/B/A BAGLEY AND COMPANY, FOOTHILL
THRIFT, MAGNA-GARFIELD EMPLOYEES
THRIFT PLAN, ASSOCIATED TITLE
COMPANY, BAGLEY FAMILY
PARTNERSHIP, CLAUDE CURLEY, UTAH POWER
AND LIGHT COMPANY, G.H. BAGLEY,
INC., ELMER JENSEN AND LOIS JENSEN,
DEFENDANTS.

DEPOSITION OF GERALD H. BAGLEY
TAKEN:

DECEMBER 19/ 1986

5258 PINEMONT DRIVE. MURRAY UTAH 84107

<^»woii*}N.

OUR FILE NO.

Certified Shorcnend Beoorcers <

COPY

1219-86

INTEKMOUNTAIN COURT REPORTERS
REPORTED BY

DANA
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1

payment on July 1 and each consecutive July 1st

2

thereafter until paid in full.

3

Q.

Do you ever recall any other discussions about

4

alternative methods of payment on this real estate

5

contract?

6

A.

Not when we bought it.

But from time to time

7

—

and I don't remember the specifics, like, did he walk

8

in on September 2nd at 3 ofclock or anything like that.

9

But I know at times when they were doing work for us,

10

Stew would come in and say, we owe you $54 grand, can we

11

take that out, because you owe us $54 grand or something

12

like that.

13

And so I do know —

I don't know if it happened

14

more than once or twice, but I do know that at times

15

when we owed them money, at least that somehow or

16

another the payments were offset once in awhile.

17

Q.

Okay.

When you say when we owed, you1re

18

talking about Staker money?

19

would offset payments on this real estate contract; is

20

that correct?

21

A.

Then you, on occasion,

Well, I think we have done it.

I have a

22

recollection of having done that once or twice.

I don't

23

know, because they did all our asphalt work.

24

millions of dollars worth of asphalt work for us, and so

25

it was kind of a logical thing to do.

They did

1

Q.

Now, when you say we, can you tell me exactly

2

who you're referring to or which entities you're

3

referring to that would owe Staker money that were used

4

to offset this contract?

5

A,

No, I don't know.

6

Q.

Were there only certain entities that were

7
8
9

entitled to have their work offset with payments?
A.

The only entities that would have, the West

Jordan Industrial Park, which was Gerald H. Bagley Ltd.,

10

was doing asphalt work.

I don't know of any other

11

entity that did any asphalt work, so I mean until the

12

Jeremy.

13

And that was taken care of a different way, .and so

14

I'm sure that it would be Gerald H. Bagley Ltd. Who was

15

doing building the roads in the industrial park.

16

Q.

Gerald H. Bagley Ltd. was building those?

17

A.

Owned that.

18

Q.

Any asphalt work being performed at the Canyon

19

Racquet Club that could have been used to offset this

20

contract?

21

A.

Well, we didn't build the Canyon Racquet Club,

22

so I don't know.

23

couldn't have been, but we didn't build that place, so I

24

don't know what asphalt work we did up there.

25

Q.

It could have been.

I wouldn't say it

You've indicated that to your recollection
21

'THIS IS A LEGALLY BINOING CONTRACT. IF NOT UNDERSTOOD. SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE."

UNIFOWCREAL ESTATE CC^TRACT
L THIS AGREEMENT, made in duplicate this

i§£

J u l

day of

Y

, A. D., 1 9 7 7

,

by and between
West Jordan P r o p e r t i e s
hereinafter designated as the Seller, and Staker Paving & Construction Company, Inc.
hereinafter designated as the Buyer, of

145.203

ar.rftS

2. WITNESSETH: That the Seller, for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the buyer, {
and the buyer for the consideration herein mentioned agrees to purchase the following described real property, situate in ;
the county of
S a l t Lake
, State of Utah, to-wit:
\
A D O * £13

More particularly described aa follows:

.
/

'

Northeast quarter section 27, township 2 south,
range 2 west, Salt Lake Base and Meridian,
Salt Lake County

3. Said Buyer hereby agrees to enter into possession and pay for said described premises the sum of

.
•l

-Four

Hundred T h i r t v - f i v e Thousand Six Hundred Nine & no/lOft^n.-, (|4a5urfiaaj0J0)
payable at the office of Seller, his assigns or order

_

strictly within the following times, to-wit: EightV-seve_ Thou.sar.fl Five Hundred 87,500,00)
cash, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and the balance of ? 3 4 8 , 1 0 9 . 0 0

shall be paid aa follows:

$54,572.06 Annual Payment, due July 1, 1978,
and each consecutive July 1st thereafter until
paid in full.

Possession of said premises shall be delivered to buyer on the — l s ±

day of

Jll 1 y

, 19.ZZ

4. Said monthly payment* are to be applied first to the payment of interest and second to the reduction of the
principal. Interest shall be charged from

Jllly

1.

1977

• on all unpaid portions of the

purchase price at the rate of g g v p n ^
per cent ( — Z J
7c) per annum. The Buyer, at his option at anytime,
may pay amounts in excess ol the monthly payments upon the unpaid balance subject to the limitations of any mortgage
or contract by the Buyer herein assumed, such excess to be applied either to unpaid principal or in prepayment of future
installments at the election of the buyer, which election must be made at the time the excess payment is made. "5. It is understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment from the Buyer on this contract less than according
to the terms herein mentioned, then by so doing, it will m no way alter the terms of the contract as to the forfeiture
hereinafter stipulated, or aa to any other remedies of the seller.

•\

6. It is understood that there presently exists an obligation against said property in favor of .
. with an unpaid balance of
e S B , OOO.QQ

* as o f _

7. Seller represents that there are no unpaid special improvement district taxes covering improvements to said premises now in the process of being installed, or which have been completed and not paid for, outstanding against said property, except the following
HQJCL£——
—
______
8. The Seller is given the option to secure, execute and maintain loans secured by said property of not to exceed the
then unpaid contract balance hereunder, bearing interest at the rate of not to exceed

ZJ

I
;
|
»•
j. •
ri
•; i
. j

percent

t 74.
<&) ptr annum and payable in regular monthly installments; provided that the tgrregate monthly installment
payments required to be made by Seller on said loans shall not be greater than each installment payment required to be
made by the Buyer under this contract. When the principal due hereunder has been reduced to the amount of any such
loans and mortgages the Seller agrees to convey and the Buyer agrees to accept title to the above described property
subject to said loans and mortgages.
9 If the Buyer desires to exercise his rijrht throusrh accelerated payments under this agreement to pay off any obligations outstanding at date of this agreement against said property, it shall be the Buyer's obligation to assume and
pay any penalty which may be required on prepayment of said prior obligations. Prepayment penalties in respect
to obligations against said property incurred by seller, after date of this agreement, shall be paid by seller unless
said obligations are assumed or approved by buyer.
10. The Buyer agrees upon written request of the Seller to make application.^ a reliable lender for a loan of such
amount as can be secured under the regulations of said lender and hereby agrees to apply any amount 10 received upon
the purchase price above mentioned, and to execute the papers required and pay one-half the expenses necessary in obtaining said loan, the Seller agreeing to pay the other one-half, provided however, that the monthly payments and
interest rate required, shall not exceed the monthly payments and interest rate as outlined above.
11 The Buyer agrees to pay all taxes and assessments of every kind and nature which are or which may be assessed
and which may become due on these premises during the life of this agreement. The Seller hereby covenants and agrees
that there are no assessments against said premises except the following:

The Seller further covenants and agrees that he will not default in the payment of his obligations against said property.

12. The Buyer agrees to pay the general taxes after

-Jlllv

l

r

1{?77

13. The Buyer further agrees to keep all insurable buildings and improvements on said premises insured in a company acceptable to the Seller in the amount of not less than the unpaid balance on this contract, or % ~ ~
and to assign said insurance to the Seller as his interests may appear and to deliver the insurance policy to him.
14. In the event the Buyer shall default in the payment of any special or general taxes, assessments or insurance
premiums as herein provided, the Seller may, at his option, pay said taxes, assessments and insurance premiums or either
of them, and if Seller elects so to do, then the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon demand, all such sums so advanced
and paid by him, together with interest thereon from date of payment of said sums at the rate of *4 of one percent per
month until paid.
15. Buyer agrees that he will not commit or suffer to be committed any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon
said premises, and that he will maintain said premises in good condition.
16. In the event of a failure to comply with the terms hereof by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make
any payment or payments when the same shall become due. or within
,
30
. days thereafter, the
Seller, at his option shall have the following alternative remedies:
A. Seller shall have the right, upon failure of the Buyer to remedy the default within five days after written notice,
to be released from all obligations in law and m equity to convey said property, and all payments which have
been made theretofore on this contract by the Buyer, shall be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for
the non-performance of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that the Seller may at his option re-enter and take
possession of said premises without legal processes aa in its first and former estate, together with all improvements and additions made by the Buyer thereon, and the said additions and improvements shall remain with
the land become the property of the Seller, the Buyer becoming at once a tenant at will of the Seller; or
B. The Seller may bring suit and recover judgment for all delinquent installments, including costs and attornevs
fees. (The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting
to one of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent default): or
C. The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and upon written notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to treat this contract as a note and mortgage and pass
title to the Buyer subject thereto, and proceed immediately to foreclose the same in accordance with the laws of
the State of Utah, and have the property sold and the proceeds applied to the payment of the balance owing
including costs and attorney's fees; and the Seller may have a judgment for any deficiency which may remain*
In the case of foreclosure, the Seller hereunder, upon the filing of a complaint, shall be immediately entitled to*
the appointment of a receiver to take possession of said mortgaged property and collect the rents issues and
profits therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant
to order of the court; and the Seller, upon entry of judgment of foreclosure, shall be entitled to the possession
of the said premises during the period oi redemption.
17. It is agreed that time is the essence of this agreement
18. In the event there are any liens or encumbrances against said premises other than those herein provided for or
referred to, or in the event any liens or encumbrances other than herein provided for shall hereafter accrue against the
same by acta or neglect of the Seller, then the Buyer may, at his option, pay and diacharge the same and receive credit
on the amount then remaining due hereunder in the amount of any such payment or payments and thereafter the payments herein provided to be made, may, at the option of the Buyer, be suspended until such time aa such suspended
payments shall equal any sums advanced aa aforesaid.
•^ V 1 9 . The Seller on receiving the payments herein reserved to be paid at the time and in the manner above mentioned
agrees to execute and deliver to the Buyer or assigns, a good and sufficient warranty deed conveying the title to the
above described premises free and clear of all encumbrances except aa herein mentioned and except aa may have accrued
by or through the acta or neglect of the' Buyer, and to furnish at his expense, a policy of title insurance in the amount
of the purchase price or at the option of the Seller, an abstract brought to date at time of sale or at any time during the
term of this agreement, or at.time of delivery of deed, at the option of Buyer.
20. It is hereby expressly* understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Buyer accepts the said property
in its present condition and that there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the parties hereto with
reference to said property except aa herein apecifically aet forth or attached hereto

— — — — —

21. The Buyer and Seller each agree that should they default in any of the covenants or agreements contained herein, that the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, including a reasonable attorney'a fee, which may ariae
or accrue from enforcing thia agreement, or in obtaining possession of the premises covered hereby, o'r in pursuing any
remedy provided hereunder orjby the statutes of the State of Utah whether such remedy is pursued by filing a suit
or otherwise.
22. It is understood that the stipulations aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, administrators successors, and assigns of the respective parties hereto.
s*
*
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said parties to this agreement have hereunto signe
first above written.
Signed in the presence of

ZL

'TUJ&C
Buyer
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"TH.S IS A LEGALLY B.ND.NG CONTRACT IF NOT UNDERSTOOD. SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE."

ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT
_• , . L r „ „,
THIS AGREEMENT, made In the City ot

Salt lake

Slnl.

„f Utoh on the — U ^ L ^ . day of

_M§rch

jo_Qthill T h r i f t '
h«r«inaft«r ftmrrmd to a t the assignor*, and
hmfinaUmr referred to as the assignees,
WITNESSETH:
Julv

1%

WHEREAS, under date of

19

>-

77

_WesLJortaiiJPra]2gtLti5L5L

f

# a t f t l U r s*,

^ . ^ jInto
««»«a«Uniform
UniformReal
RealEstate
Estat Contract with
entered

S t a l e I C - H H H a ^ ; T ^ T r : ~ ^ d u d . n y . r . d herewith, wherein and whereby the said seller.
as buyers.
rf_J§]£J^
Utah, w h * > * « £ £
upon the term,, conditions, and provision, therein set
"
^
^
J
^
^
H
thereon, erected, situate, lying and being in
a g r e e d to sell and the s o * ^
forth, all that certain land, with the bu,ld,ng. a ^ 9^ ^
poft|cu|or|y d.lcribed a f foIlowf,
the County of
—

The Northeast quarter of Section 27. T o w r ^ i p 2 South, Range 2 West,
Salt Lake Base & Meridian.

„

which

a

g

. .n writing. r . f . r . n c U h.r.by m o d . fcr - . . of , h . Urn,,, condition, ond provi.ion.

,h.r.of. on

^

WHEREAS, t h . " " ' ^ ^ c l d «
o.»ignor» in soid prop.fty obov. deierioes a

^

v i ^ c e d by » l

oil of t h . right, t i l l , ond Inter..! of t h .
en . „ . . » . „ . .

NOW. THEREFORE. It b h . r . b y mutuolly a g r - d o , follow.,
U.,art-t>f
1. That t h . a , . i , n o r , in " " ' " ^ r
co„,d.ra„on

,I

j

-

g

j

th.T
^

g

^
^

t

t

t

i

g

h

^

^

^

^

t

^

" i l c e d by , h . ofore.aid Un.fonn Real E . t o t . Controc,

; 9 b 2 ^ " : : „ m i n P 9 the obov. d.scrib.d property.
•

r

t

t h * Paym.nt of T . n Oollart and other good and valuobl.

acTnowl.dg.d. „ , i a n to , h . a , . i g n . . . , all th.ir right, till, and

. . . I . oav t h . w l d torn of mon.y and to o « . p t t h . .aid contract, ond t h .

^

b. That , h . contract U now ,n full for . an
$ 29a.i7.1.,S.4

3.

^

. wlthJnt.re.t paid to t h . _ J t n .

" V

»**

i S i i s i E V . i ' i ! ^ —«. - **•*, - -—*• *• °"iBn-eov"

„o„t with , h . - . . i g n o r . a . follow*

^

„ . That t h . « . i g n . « w.l *0f to-* • *
o , , „ . « i d a g r . . m . n , that - r . to b .

"

^

a n d

^ ^

^

rfofm,d

^
b y ) h

p

^
.

^

p

n

M

,igno„.
^
^ ^

COttlj.

h.r.to hov. h.r.unto , . t their hand, ond . e o l . the day ond

85 personally appeared
the signer of the
W e s t j o r d a n properties
7
acknowledged to
roe
?*•—*
,i^s
- personally
-fSSi&llOtti
GBANT, the signer of the
acknowledged to me By:
"Residing in salt Lake

M

a5

^

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
STAKER PAVING AND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC., a Utah
corporation.
Deposition of:
Plaintiff,
RICHARD L. SORENSEN
vs.
GERALD H. BAGLEY, Individually
and d/b/a WEST JORDAN
PROPERTIES and d/b/a BAGLEY
& COMPANY, FOOTHILL THRIFT,
MAGNA-GARFIELD EMPLOYEES THRIFT
PLAN, ASSOCIATED TITLE COMPANY,
BAGLEY FAMILY PARTNERSHIP,
CLAUDE CURLEY, UTAH POWER &
LIGHT COMPANY, G.H. BAGLEY,
INC., ELMER JENSEN AND LOIS
JENSEN,
Defendants.
BE

IT

REMEMBERED

1987, the deposition of
witness herein

at the

the above-entitled
court,

was

taken

Civil No. C85-7088

that

RICHARD L.
Instance of

action
before

now

on

the 10th day of June,

SORENSEN, produced

the plaintiff herein. In

pending

Carolyn

1n

the above-named

Erickson,

Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public in and for
Utah, holding

as a

a

Certified

the State of

Utah CSR License Number 142, commencing at the

hour of 9:30 a.m. c-f said date

at the

offices of

Kesler &

Rust, 2000 Beneficial Life Tower. Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
CAROLYN ERICKSON
Certified Shorthand Reporter
License No. 142
6557 South 2600 last
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121
(801) 943-5311

1

be an Industrial park.

2

else.

3

Pa«-k.

4

They wouldn't zone It for anything

So that became known as the West Jordan Industrial

0

Would It be correct to say that Gerald Bagley,

5

from the time that you came to be employed by Kim or during

6

the period of time that you were employed by him, was In the

7

work of developing properties?

8
9
10
11

A

Yes r I think so, yes.

He wasn't practicing his

optometry profession at all, that f s true.
Q

So he, and all of his entities, were essentially

functioning as a developer?

12

A

That's correct.

13

0

During the time that you were there, was—it:-''"

14

unusual--f orw Dr. -Sagl^ey "-to^-when^ell ing -properties ^-.-to -take..

15

a construction'company-or '*a~contr<actor-to -accept .set-off s or

16

off-sets;^whatever you^want-Ho call it^.for payments on real-

17

estate contracts?

18

A

WelT; the "only"contractor -that ^we.actually off-set.

19

work *-for 'was vStaker 'Paving*.

20

Excavating.

21

when it was mutually acceptable.

22

Dr^T7Bagley-always-experienced^cashfJpw^problemsT^Jand^when *ar

23

trade -could -occur-that-^as<*jmjtual3y**benef idal*^-yes r~*it~d1d«

24

happen.

25

Q

We did trade some with Harper

We did trade, occasionally, with other people
Li-ke~any~deve3oper;_,„

So it was obviously in Dr. Bagley T s and his

m

trade or not.
Q

Did you have authority to accept or authorize

•trades against a real estate contract -from Dr. Bagley?
A

I think that, not unilaterally, no.

I think

probably with some authority to say that we would accept or
not, based upon our position, out normally I would tell him
what we were doing to get his approval.
Q

Were the^e ever any occasions when you went to him

requesting approval for a trade that he did not accept the
trade?
A

Normally he asked me my recommendation and if I

recommended that we trade, he went along with that.

So I

think that we understood where we were, and if it was
beneficial and I thought 1t was beneficial and told him
that, I don't remember any time that he s-aid, "No, we are
not going to trade."
Q

You don't remember an occasion where he went

against your recommendation?
A

That's right,

Q

Do you remember who at Staker Paving you would

discuss the trade with?
A

I~*can ^^remember'^iscussing^trades^with.jthein

accounting^^people-

I donft remember all of their names.

I

remember discussing ^it^wlth^-Stti^Staker^on -occasion.
Q

Do you know what Stu Stakerfs position is there at

14

Properties and then worked an off-set on our books and on
their books.
0

Now, were there particular entities that Dr.

Bagley had formed that were^entitled to off-set, and others
which were not entitled to-offset against this-contract?
A

No,*I donft believe so?

Q

It didn't ^really make *a"d1fference which entity -ft

A

That's correct,

0

So when payments came due under the contract and

was?

I don't know if you recall when that was* do you recall when
the contract reauired payments?
A

It says here July 1st, 1 believe that is when it

Q

For July 1st r T978;~ 'July "1st;~T979 , -and July -1«rt-r

was.

1980, you didn't make an ^actual reconciliation oracknowledgement of the-payment on those dates?
A

No,-we didn*t-

What we did is we went back, and

it was by agreement, we went back and as the invoices were
made, the-date the invoices-were ^prepared was'the date "that
we counted-as payment being-^made.

So, for example, the

invoice is dated April 9th, 1979 and on -that day we agreed
to accept it as being paid because of -the trade.
Q

To your recollection, do you know what the second

trade down, invoice #13213, are you acquainted with what

18

under the invoice?
A

WellF they were done-at-different times.

were done even before the work was*performed.

Some-

We needed

work done and we could ask for a bid with the understanding
that it would be trade work and others, quite often Stu
himself would bring the bills in, the invoices, and at that
point in time we would talk about whether these were trade
or not trades and some could have even run over the 30 days,
I don't know.
Q

I donTt remember.

So -there wasn't any set procedure as to when

trades could be taken?
A

No

Q

Do you ever remember on occasion discussing

whether interest would be charged to Bagley and Company "for
not executing a trade payment earlier, closer to the invoice
date?
A

I donft recall any conversations about that, no.

I don't think we ever did.

We could have, but I don't

recall that we did.
Q

You don't recall ever being charged interest?

A

It could be that there is interest on these

invoices, but I don't know.
Q

When a trade would be done, would 1t typically be

followed up by a letter similar to these 1n Exhibit 11?
A

I think in most instances they were.

25

trade or whether it would be a cash Job.
Q

To your knowledge, did Mr. ^lldredge as the

engineer have to go talk to Dr. Bagley to seek his approval
prior to negotiating these types of arrangements with
Staker?
A

I think primarily what he would do is negotiate it

and then go ask Dr. Bagley if he approved and if he
approved then they would go ahead.
Q

To your knowledge, was there ever an occasion that

Dr. Bagley did not approve of taking trrade with Staker?
A

No, I don't know of any time.

Q

I think I would like to refer you to the two final

cash payments there that are noted here on your ledger
sheet.

Do you remember the circumstances surrounding either

of those cash payments?
A

I don't now.

0

With regard at least to the last one dated 7-1 of

1984 in which the annual payment was made in cash, do you
remember contacting Staker Paving and requesting
specifically that they make that payment in cash rather than
take a trade?
A

I could have, I donTt recall doing that.

Q

Are you acquainted with an -individual at Staker

Paving known as Bill Fillmore?
A

Yes, I have met him.

28

1

A

That's correct.

As a matter of fact, there was

2

one time that I^wanted^to^trade^very—badly^and«they*wouldn Tt

3

trade ^because there ^was- money *that * was* owed 'ofT the 'Jeremy

4

Ranch^project , and I wanted to off-set it against the

5

contract because our construction draws were coming very

6

slow and they were demanding money and finally I had, we

7

worked out a situation where I had to pay anywhere from

8

$5,000 to $10,000 a week and they would come in every week

9

and pick up the check.

When they came I asked them if there

10

wasn't a way we could off-set this on the contract and they

11

said no.

12

a great deal of stress for me to have to, every week

13

up $10,000 to give them.

14 ]
15

Q

So there were payments made regularly and that was
scrape

When trade payments were made, how did you

document^hosenrade^payrnents^n^your^ecDnjds?

16

A

Usually,

with a l l

of

invoices

18

*paid*.

19

t h e y would send us a l e t t e r ,

20

x i o m m u ^ i c a t i o r i ^ l ' i k e - t h i s ^ w h e r e ^ w e *agreed~*apon w what*n:he

I don't

and

b e l i e v e we Jiad^a f i l e

17

-21

in i t ,

I

the

we^would^ust~put^t^n**the~*ledger«-as»

know i f

we would a l s o send a l e t t e r
but

out or

there~was*"-a~^ot-»of*

baJjaQce^as^-and-^hat-^asH^

22 I jjtfasn^t.

23

Q

24

Bxist?

25

A

Do you know if any of those ledger -sheets still

The old ones you mean?

They might.

1 doubt -it

because we have tried to go through and clean up the records
and Ifm sure that this is when this was prepared and they
wouldn't show anything different then this,
0

T h i s ~ledger^heetr~Exh1b1t*-*8?~*-t hen -*to«the^best^ofL.

youo^know^edger^s^an^ccurate^
A

T ha t^*s~ c o r r e c t s *

(Marked for Deposition Exhibit-Hi- - A Letter on
Staker Letterhead Dated July 31, 1980 to Bagley and Company)
Q

(BY MR. GRIFFITH):

I show you what has been

marked as Exhibit 11 and it is a collection of four
different letters, all on the Staker Paving letterhead and
all addressed to Bagley and Company, Attentions
Sorensen and all of them from a -W.S. Ronne,

Richard

Do you

recognize these letters?
A

Yes, I do.

Q

And do these letters**appear**to *«ccount-«-for*"VBr1ous

offsets ^that««were^oing A to^e^aken^against^he^contracts?
A

That T s correct.

However, this was not the

communication of the off-sets that we had talked about with
them and it—v*as~nn^the**fonjn^of^^^
doing.
Q

Just to understand t:he procedure, when an off-set

trade payment or an off-set would be taken would they
initially communicate that by telephone or would you
typically receive that in a written communication?

23

A

It was usually either done by telephone or by Stu

Staker in person when he was in our office.
was in our office regularly.

I mentioned he

Sometimes it was communicated

through our engineer who Stu worked very closely with and
he would ask him to talk to us and see if we wanted to trade
or how we wanted to work it.

I would either call them or

they would call me.
Q

Were there typically any time deadlines on when~«

trade^payment^cound^b^^cce^pted^br^requesl^d?
A

Norma T l y ^ h ^ s V e m e ^

payments-*were~duer was when we would usually discusrs them,
Mha t^-we -were~* g oi nQ™td^dti-f oT^thi sH^ea'r**£"VaymetYt r **hether~*$J:
was^going-«tow be^a "-trade -or^hethermit:w*was~casiu
Q

When you say payments were due, are you talking

about the payments due under the real estate contract?
A

Well„ both waysr when payments became due to "them

for work that they had performed or when payments came due
under the real estate contract-

So it was something that we

discussed regularly.
Q

When payments were due under the Staking invoices,

that is, payments from Baaley and Company or any of his
entities, due to Staker^ the invoices stated -that payments
are typically due within "20 or 30 days x>f the date of the
invoice-

Were communications typically made within that

period of time or would they go beyond the -due date due

24

under the invoice?
A

Well, they were done-^t-^different-titnes-.

wer*e-*jdone ^even-before the^work^was^performed.

-Some^

We neeaed

work done and we could ask for a bid with the understanding
that it would be trade work and othersr quite often Stu
himself would bring the bills in, the invoices, and at that
point in time we would talk about whether these were trade
or not trades and some could have even run over the 30 daysr
I don't know.
0

I donTt remember.

So there wasn't any sen procedure as to when

trades could be taken?
A

No.

Q

Do you ever remember on occasion discussing

whether interest would be charged Ho Bagley and Company for
not executing a trade payment -earlier, closer Ho the invoice
date?
A

I don f t recall any conversations about that, no.

I don't think we ever did.

We could have, but I don't-

recall that we did.
Q

You don't recall ever being charged interest:?

A

It could be that there is interest on these

invoices, but I don't know.
Q

When a trade would be done, would it typically be

followed up by a letter similar to these -in Exhibit 11?
A

I think in most instances they were.

25

Q

Did you ever have any discussions with him?

A

Yes.

As a matter of factr now that you bring his

name up, I believe actually, it was probably this—paymentbecause there was one payment that ^^went»-out-*and-tal ked
with-Bill 'and S t u — n o it was not Stur

Val^t^ker^-about^he

payment^out""at^theiK~bff i c e s ^ n d ^ t ^ ' a V ^ e r y ^ r o b a b l y ^ h i s
,*nast**payment.
Q

What was the gist of your conversation with them

on going out there?
A

Just that

we^eeded^he^ashT^hat^e , ^ranted*to

-£ake**the~payment Q

In cash rather -than in 'trade?

A

Yes.

Q

Did they want to Hake the-payment *in trade?

A

They very well may have wanted to.

remember what the circumstances were.

I don't

I don't think at the

time that we had any outstanding invoices.
Q

Do you know if, at the time Staker was doing any

work for Bagley or any of his entities?
A

They were probably doing work at the Jeremy Rancyr

but I am not aware of that because there was work done every
year there.
Q

Do you know if they were under contract to do any

other work besides Jeremy?
A

I don^t know if they were x>r not.

I ^asn T t very

29

aware of what contracts they had.
0

But you do recall specifically going out: the^e and

requesting that they make a cash payment?
A

Yes, I remember doing that.

0

What was the reason that you did -that?

A

Well r at^trhe^time^Drr^Bagley^s-^mpire^was in

s^r^ous^ash^f^-ow^roblems^nd'n^
Q

Did Dr. Bagley ask you to go out there and request

that it be a cash payment?
A

I don't: believe that he specifically asked me to.

Q

Was he aware that you were going to go out there

and ask specifically for cash?
Q

He could have been.

It was part of my Job

responsibility to collect on accounts and we had a lot of
accounts receivable on different real estate contracts and
part of my responsibilities in cash-flow management, I
regularly visited people and tried to collect.

So this

wasn't really out of the ordinary in my Job description,
what I was doing and so I donft think I would have told him
specifically that I was going x>r ask his approval to do it.
Q

Do you remember when you pi^epar-ed-sth+s-H^dger

sjieet?*
A

No, 1 don't.

It obviously, >1 think was «af4:eEw

,J,984miDecause it looks to me Hike it was all done at once.
Q

Do you recall what puapose^ttrer^^was^T^-rpreparing^
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

this ledger s^eet?
A

It coula very well have been when we sold the

contract to Foothill that It was done for -them.
Q

Do you recall specifically doing It In connection

with that assignment?
A

I don't recall If I did It then, but It very we! 1

could have been.
0

Do you recall who has seen this?

Do you recall

whether Foothill Thrift had seen this ledger sheet?
A

I'm sure I gave -them a -copy of the ledger sheet as

part of the sell.

12

0

Would that have been Larry Grairt?

13

A

Probably.

14

Q

The last line under "cash payment" refers to an

15

adjustment.

16

A

What Is that?

When I -talked with—I can't remember who It: was at

17

Staker, when I was confirming our balance with him, he had a

18

difference, It was actually In our favor, and so I adjusted

19

ours to agree with theirs.

20
21

Q

Do you how 1-t was -that you spoke -to -that person at

Stakers?

22

A

I

don't.

23

Q

Was 1-t o v e r -the - t e l e p h o n e ?

24

A

Yes,

25

0

And you don'-t recall who it was?

I

believe

so.

the^er^emy^anch-^and^he^^
January^and^F^bruar^*-x3f-H^85^^ere>^ot^lJy^:onsumed^wi<th
that-and I'm sure that there was very little else discussed
besides that. Sor an invoice for work on the Industrial Park
could have easily been glossed over.

It may have been set

up on a stack of others because at the same time we had
invoices coming in every day on work -that was done at the
Jeremy Ranch that also was not being paid and people
calling demanding payment-

^here*^as^^reat**deal**of

turrooi l^hat^wVs^^irTg^^

e^^mp^re^^t'^'hatr^oint

1n**time.
Q

What -finances were available -to Bagley and his

entities to pay for work done at the Industrial Park?
A

There was a .construction loan -to pay for some of

the work, a loan -that was obtained -from Tracy Mortgage.
Q

Do you recall what the amount of that loan was?

A

It was a million and a half dollars.

Q

Did that entire amount, $1,500,000 go to the

development of the Industrial Park?
A

Pretty much, yes.

Q

Were any of those monies used for l:he development

of any other projects of Dr- Bagley^s?
A

It could have been, bu-t I don^-t recall -that they

Q

Could they have been used -to -pay on bills due on

were.
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1

that handled our loans and I could have talked to her about

2

some of the •*terns.

3

Q

She was kind of an assistant of Larry's

When did discussions begin regarding the

4

possibility of obtaining a loan through the assignment of

5

this contract?

6

A

Well, we had several loans with Foothill Thrift

7

that were delinquent and Larry called me and said "Come in

8

and let's talk about it" and so I did.

9

Q

Do you recall when that was?

10

A

I don't.

It was obviously towards the end of the

11

year, either in January or February of 1985 or December of

12

1984, somewhere in there.

13

Q

Did anyone else go with you?

14

A

Very possibly Tom Bagley was with me.

15

Q

When you went into talk to Mr. Grant the first:

A

And we discussed basically what our options were,

16
17

time?

18

what could be done to bring the loans current.

We told him

19

that we didn't really have anything that was, in the way of

20

a free and clear property and -that taking tnoney out of -the

21

Jeremy at that point in time seemed not -to be a possibility

22

because of the events that we have already discussed.

23

told him that we had these contracts that West Jordan

24

Properties owned, and there was substantial equity in them,

25

would he be interested in taking them as additional

We

collateral and rolling the loans or what he would like to
do, take them as an assignment or what.

And at that poi'nt

in time I think he talked to his board and came back and
said, "Well, we will buy them at a discounted amount", and I
think we had several discussions on what that should be.

We

finally agreed uoon an amount and effected the assignments.
They bought the contracts and applied the proceeds against
the balances owed on our loans, which eventually all became
delinquent and weren't collected on anyway.
Q

So you were not obtaining new money on the

assignments being made?
A

No, it was to pay off principle and interest on

outstanding loans.
0

And Foothill Thrift actually purchased the

contract rather than receive it <as a collateral?
A

That's correct.

0

Over what period of time did these discussions

take place?
A
due.
of

Well, I don't recall exactly when the loans were
I would imagine that it was probably during the months

January

and February

because

this

was dated

the 7 2th day

of March and I remember it being something that wasn't done
very quickly.
Q

Where did the discussions take place?

A

I'm sure they were at Foothill Thrift's offices.
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payments 1^'ke Sta^e^ Paving was?
A

We had a contract with Harper Excavation and I

think they had In the oast made trade payments.

That was

one of the contracts that they purchased.
Q

Any others?

A

No, I don't think any of the others were with

contractors, they were with individuals.
0

Was Harper at any time involved with the

negotiations or negotiations with Foothill Thrift regarding
the assignment of their contract?
A

No.

They gave a letter just like this one

confirming their balance.
Q

And that was 1t?

A

Yes.

As- I recall, as part of the tiiscussion with

Mr. Grant, he did not want me to prepare a letter and send
it asking for confirmation.

He wanted a letter signed on

their letterhead stating what the balance was.

So that he

could be assured that it really came from themr I guess, but
that was what he was requesting.
Q

In your discussion with Mr. Grant regarding the

Staker Paving contract, did you disclose to him -that Staker
Paving had at times in t:he past made trade payments?
A

ITm sure we did because-as I went through -the

individual ledger sheets on each one of *themr I f m sure that
he would have seen that there were trades.
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0

The exhibit that we marked as 8, is it your

recollection that you provided Mr. Grant a cooy of that
ledger sheet?
A

If -*t wasn't this one, i*t was one like it.

Q

He then was aware of the trade payments made over

the course of this loan as outlined by that ledger sheet?
A

I would imagine so and I would imagine that as we

talked about those that I would have told him that that was
something we did when it was mutually agreed, when it was
what we wanted to do.

The trade, in essence, was, I mean we

would give them a check and they would give us a check, so
as far as he was concerned value was being given.
Q

There were actual checks being cut?

A

We didn't cut them, no, but that was the way we

actually accounted for them.

We actually ran it through our

books that way.
Q

As a check being paid?

A

So when we talk about the off-set, a trade, we did

have traaes actually during the course where we did trade
checks, not with Staker but with other people.
Q

Was there ever a time when you cut Staker a check

and they cut you a check with regards to payments on the
real estate contract?
A

Not on -this, no.

Ws had a good enough

relationship with Staker that none of us felt like we needed
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February 5, 1980

Mr. Richard Sorenson
Bagley & Company
P. 0. Box 17230
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117

Dear Mr. Sorenson:
Per our telephone conversation of February 4, 1980 please find
our reconciliation of the note and payments from Staker Paving
and Construction to Bagley and Co. I have accrued interest at
7HZ based on a 365 day year. I have also used the completion
date of our work done on your projects as the payment date. You
vill find an amount due on principle of $359,387.10 at December 31,
1977. This amount should agree with your books.
Since December 31, 1977 we have made payments as follows:
Invoice #12616
Invoice #13216
Invoice #13508

April 9, 1979
July 21, 1979
August 14, 1979
Total Payments

$ 22,000.00
56,623.00
33,253.76
$111,876.76

The payments have been allocated as follows:

April 9, 1979
July 21, 1979
Aug. 14, 1979

Interest
$22,000.00
24,155.03
1,612.32

Principe
$
0
32,467.97
31,641.44

$47,767.35

$64,109.41

This l e a v e s a balance on p r i n c i p l e of $295,277.69 plus additional
unpaid i n t e r e s t of $10,300.30 as of January 31, 1980, for a t o t a l
due of $305,577.99

» DEPOSITION

Page 2.

From our conversation I am sure these „, u
to the amount you have on your books a n T ^ " W ± U b e V e r y c l o s e
k S a n d tha
any differences.
t we can work out
Very Truly Yours,

Arlo W. Anderson
Controller

AWA/pw
Encl.

Werner Ronne
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July 31, 1980

Bagley & Company
P. 0. Box 17230
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
Attn:

Richard Sorensen

Gentlemen:
On July 14, 1980 King Con, Inc. billed you $18,732.54 for concrete
work performed at the Racquet Club.
King Con, Inc. is a sister company of Staked Paving & Construction
Company and we would like to ask you to apply the total amount
against the real estate contract Staker Paving has with you.
I will assume this is acceptable to you unless I hear differently
from you.
Sincerely,

hfb

W. S. Ronne
Vice President
WSR/pw

2 W%*sm*+*,

September 8, 1980

Bagley and Company
P. 0. Box 17230
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117

Attn:

Richard Sorenson

Gentlemen:
On July 21, 1980 we billed you $21,812.32 for asphalt work on your
parking lot at 7350 South Wasatch Blvd.
We would like to apply the total amount of this invoice against the
real estate contract Staker Paving has with you.
I will assume this is acceptable to you unless I hear differently.

WSR/pw

September 12, 1980

Bagley and Company
P. 0. Box 17230
Salt Lake City, Utah

Attn:

84117

Richard Sorensen

Gentlemen:
On August 21, 1980 King Con, Inc. billed you $313.09 on invoice
number 120457 for concrete work performed at the Racquet Club.
King Con, Inc. is a sister company of Staker Paving and Construction
Company and we would like to ask you to apply the total amount
against the real estate contract Stalker Paving has with you.
I will assume this is acceptable to you unless I hear differently.
Sincerely,

W. S. Ronne
Vice President
WSR/pw

November 21, 1980

Bagley & Company
P. 0. Box 17230
Salt Lake City, UT
Attn.:

84117

Richard Sorenson

Gentlemen:
We have performed work for you on cart pads at the Jeremy
Ranch and have submitted to you our invoice #14933, dated
October 25, 1980 in the amount of $162,681.00.
We would like to offset against that invoice the amount of
$68,286.17 that remains to be applied against our real
estate contract with you in order to meet our agreement of
paying two annual payments on the contract this year.
Enclosed is a schedule with the payments we have applied to
the contract and the interest calculation we have made.
We trust you agree with these computations and with the
amount of $212,764.11 remaining on the contract.
If you should have any questions, please feel free to
contact me.

W. S. Ronne
Vice President

WSR:nn
encl.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby declare that I caused to be mailed a true and
correct copy of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANT postage prepaid,
this 3/)^

day of August, 1988, to:
Kay M. Lewis
Mel S. Martin
JENSEN & LEWIS, P.C.
320 South 300 East, Suite 1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Respondent Foothill Thrift
& Loan Co.

>^?//^v Tf/^/^^^u^A,
S: bribagley.stO
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